List of New Books Added to the Library Collection.


- **Meadow: kashmir kidnapping that changed the face of modern terrorism.** Levy, Adrian & Scott-Clark, Cathy. Penguin Books India Pvt.Ltd. New Delhi. 2012. [808.83 LEV (056744)]


- **Managing India's Nuclear Forces.** Koithara, Verghese. Routledge. India. 2012. [355.02170954 KOI (056746)] (Issued)


- **History of Ancient and Early Medieval India: from the stone age to the 12th Century.** Singh, Upinder. Pearson Education. New Delhi. 2012. [934 SIN (056750)]


- **Tibet: History.** Van Schaik, Sam. Amaryllis. India. 2012. [951.5 VAN (056753)]


Jayaprakash Narayan: selected works. Prasad, Bimal (ed.). Manohar Publishers & Distributors. New Delhi. [954.05 PRA (056757)]


Jayaprakash Narayan: selected works. Prasad, Bimal (ed.). Manohar Publishers & Distributors. New Delhi. 2007. [954.05 PRA (056763)]

Jayaprakash Narayan: selected works. Prasad, Bimal (ed.). Manohar Publishers and Distributors. New Delhi. 2007. [954.05 PRA (056764)]


- Politics of ethnicity in Pakistan: the Baloch, Sindhi and Mohajir ethnic
movements. Routledge. Oxon. 2012. [305.80095491 SID (056788)]

- **US National Security, Intelligence and Democracy: from the curch committee to the war on terror.** Miller, Russell A (ed.). Routledge. London. 2008. [(355.033073 MIL (056789)]


- **Hybrid Forms of Peace: from everyday agency to post-liberalism.** Richmond, Oliver P (ed.) & Mitchell, Audra (ed.). Palgrave Macmillan. United Kingdom. 2012. [327.172 RIC (056793)]


- **Writing for Scholars: practical guide to making sense and being heard.** Nygaard, Lynn P. Universitetsforlaget. Norway. 2008. [808.042 NYG (056797)]

- **Writing for Scholars: practical guide to making sense and being heard.** Universitetsforlaget. Norway. 2008. [808.042 NYG (056798)]

- **India and New Zealand in a Rising Asia: issues and perspectives.** Kaul, Man Mohini (ed.) & Shekhar, Vibhanshu (ed.). Pentagon Press. New Delhi. 2012. Rs. 895.00 – [327.54093 KAU (056799)]
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